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Cool Pop/Dance with some electronic influences from Italian new scene. 7 MP3 Songs POP: with

Electronic Production, ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: CHIARA_NOTHING AT ALL Chiara was born in

Milan where she lives and works with her sister Paola in the famous pop duo Paola  Chiara; They are

currently considered to be the "Queens of Pop" in Italy and are an icon in gay culture thanks to their

support of gay rights. Since 1997 Paola  Chiara have created six albums and had great success in their

native Italy as well as in Spain, Germany, Asia and Mexico. They had a Club #1 in UK with the English

version (English lyrics by Gary Kamp) of their world-wide hit Vamos a bailar : a Latin Pop style track

featuring Spanish lyrics). The song remained in the charts for an amazing 14 weeks time; at the number

one spot in Italy; and was included in the multi million selling Dance-Pop Album Television. Chiara has a

great passion for music, art, communications and she recently released a single on her own called

Nothing at all. She wrote music ,lyrics and also produced all the tracks on the maxi single with a close

friend and co-producer Michele Monestiroli.Already a # 1 hit in Italy the song is about learning lessons

and how life tests you and how we fight everyday trying to be stronger while believing in ourselves. Its a

very hot pop song with some electronic influences and inspired by great international pop artists like of

Madonna and Kylie Minogue. She is an artist who has a very open-minded creativity.Anticonventional and

trasgressive sometimes. As an artist she intends to carry on with her dream writing good music all over

the world as much as she can, writing her own lyrics and music and producing herself with the best

producers around, friends and artists. In the past collaborated with The London Session Orchestra,Billy

Steinberg(author of "Like a Virgin"),Hugh Burns(George Michael's guitarist). The video of Nothing at all

was filmed in London, a city that she loves and in which she goes very often to follow the studies of

Kabbalah that started one year ago. Part of the money raised from the Nothing at all project will be

donated to RaisingMalawi. Last summer in Chicago during a Kabbalah seminar Chiara met a woman who

lives and works in Malawi and from that experience she decided to do something for the orphans from

this land of Africa. For information go to myspace.com/chiaraiezzi or paolaechiara.it or chiaraworld.org
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